Mono-Symptomatic Cystic Fibrosis: a case report
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Abstract:
Background and aim: Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is a monogenic disorder with heterogeneous phenotypic presentation. The diagnosis of typical cases is usually simple but in the atypical cases it is a clinical challenge and involves high clinical suspicion. In atypical cases, the sweat test may show border-line or normal values and the diagnosis involves the search for mutations in the CFTR gene, clinical features and follow-up.
Case report: We present a case of an adolescent boy affected by recurrent acute pancreatitis (AP) started at puberty, with normal sweat values, carrier of compound heterozygosity (I507del+IVS8(5T)). The I507del mutation is a severe CFTR mutation. In contrast, the IVS8(5T) mutation is not associated with clinical cystic fibrosis but, in compound heterozygosity with a more severe mutation, can be causative of mono- or oligo-symptomatic CFTR-related disorders.
Conclusion: This is probably the first case report of an atypical CF in a patient with the compound heterozygosity I507del+IVS8 5T. It confirms the challenges and difficulties for diagnosing atypical CF and highlights the role of CFTR mutations in the pathogenesis of idiopathic pancreatitis.
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Case Report

A 13-year-old Caucasian boy was referred with intense abdominal pain, in periumbilical region, colic-like, without irradiation, and vomiting with...
16 hours of evolution. No past medical history was noted, but he did describe intermittent abdominal discomfort at least three per year. At the emergency room admission he was hemodynamically stable and constitutionally well (weight in the 10th percentile) without fever, anorexia or diarrhea. He was very complainant, assuming anti-pain (fetal) position, slightly dehydrated and the abdominal examination revealed epigastrium and periumbilical tenderness, but without abdominal defense. Laboratory findings showed amilasemia (448 U/L; normal range for age (NR) = 30 to 100 U/L) and lipasemia (1866 U/L; NR = 145 to 216 U/L). The remainder of his laboratory workup was normal, including serum cholesterol and triglycerides. The infectious serology for measles, parainfluenza, rubella, hepatitis virus A and B, cytomegalovirus, leptospira and mycoplasma were negative for recent infection. Simple abdominal radiography and abdominal ultrasound were normal.

He was admitted at the pediatrics department and conservative treatment (bowel rest, hydration and analgesics) was pursued. Four days after admission he was symptoms-free, with normal serum amylase and lipase and discharged with the diagnosis of acute pancreatitis.

At ambulatory follow-up he made a magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography, two different sweat tests that were normal and a genetic study for the most common CFTR mutations, in Portuguese population, which was negative.

In April 2006 he had a new episode of AP. An abdominal ultrasound (US) showed a hyperechoic pancreas consistent with edematous AP. Four days after admission he was symptoms-free and discharged with the diagnosis of idiopathic recurrent pancreatitis (RP). It was realized subsequently an endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) that was normal. With the same sample used in the previous genetic study and the collaboration of the Molecular Diagnosis Laboratory (Geneva University Hospitals) other mutations associated with RP were searched, namely in CFTR and SPINK1 genes. The molecular genetic testing results showed a compound mutation in CFTR (I507del+IVS8 5T).

Attending this result we performed other studies to exclude other possible CFTR-related signs, including respiratory infection and function or azoospermia. The chest radiography, spirometry, semen analysis and ultrasonography of the vas deferens and the seminal vesicles were normal. Tests for pancreatic endocrine and exocrine function were also normal.

These data suggested a diagnosis of atypical CF mono-symptomatic.

To complete the genetic evaluation, the siblings and both asymptomatic parents were tested because they are potentially at risk of similar disease. This genetic study showed that the father and the two siblings are carriers of the severe CFTR mutation (I507del) and the mother is carrier of the mutation IVS8 5T.

**Discussion**

We report a case of a teenage boy with an atypical CF. This diagnosis was a clinical challenge. In fact inappropriate categorization of a patient with an atypical form can leads to an unnecessary burden of therapies and lifestyle restrictions.

The diagnosis of CF is a clinical decision supported by biochemical and genetic tests. A CF Foundation consortium (USA) attempted to provide definitive diagnostic criteria and despite their definition is imperfect it serves as useful foundation [4]. Our patient meets these criteria for CF, he has two CFTR mutations and a clinical feature consistent with CF (recurrent pancreatitis). It is an atypical case of CF because he has two normal sweat tests. Patients with atypical disease tend to present late in childhood.
or as adults with less widely known complications such pancreatitis, congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens (CBAVD) and azoospermia, or nasal polyps [5]. In our case study the unique symptom was pancreatitis, in fact pancreatitis is a rare manifestation of CF and may rarely be the presenting symptom in adolescent or adults patients (<2% of patients with CF) [6].

Patients with compound heterozygous CF gene mutations, unlike ΔF508 homozygotes, typically have pancreatic sufficiency and are frequently diagnosed at an older age due to the absence of onset pulmonary symptomatology. It is important to suspect a CFTR mutation in a patient with idiopathic pancreatitis. Our patient has a compound heterozygosity [I507del +IVS8(5T)]. The I507del mutation is a severe CFTR mutation. In contrast, the IVS8(5T) mutation is not associated with clinical cystic fibrosis but, in compound heterozigosity with a more severe mutation, can be causative of mono- or oligo-symptomatic CFTR-related disorders. Our report confirm that the presence of T5 allele with a severe CFTR mutatio

Similarly to the well described references, our report confirms that the presence of 5T allele with a severe CFTR mutation is associated with non-classic CF.

Finally, the effects of mutant CFTR can accumulate over the time, so patients with atypical CF require individualization on their therapy and a regular review of labels and follow-up.
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